We argue that the equation commonly used in the estimation of the wealth effect on consumption might be unsuitable for that purpose. In particular, if the usual assumptions are employed, the derivation of the equation implies that the wealth effect is indeterminate. Furthermore, it implies that the estimate of the wealth effect should decrease when asset wealth volatility increases. Estimation of a Markov-switching model of the usual long-run aggregate consumption equation provides evidence favourable to the indeterminacy hypothesis.
Introduction
The 1990s witnessed a remarkable increase in stock prices in the USA. Between January 1995 and September 2000, the S&P 500 stock price index rose approximately by 230%. According to Poterba (2000) this increase accounted for more than 60% of the wealth creation in the USA during that period. Boom/bust periods in stock markets, and their effects on total wealth and consumption, have raised several questions for economic analysis. In particular, there is an ongoing debate on the appropriate monetary policy response to movements in stock prices. One of the topics of the debate concerns the effect of rising asset prices on inflation. Rises in asset prices are accompanied by rises in consumer wealth, which may lead to an increase in consumption. This increase in consumption could put pressure on consumer prices, and this pressure may warrant a restrictive monetary policy move. To determine the practical relevance of this channel -the wealth effect -it is necessary to build and estimate appropriate econometric models.
An important example of this line of research is Ludvigson and Steindel (1999) . These authors estimate the wealth effect to be the usual 0.04 for their full sample, 1953-1997 . However, their estimate reaches 0.1 in the 1976-1985 sub-sample, and is only 0.02 after 1986. Results such as these have led several authors to question and further investigate the stability of estimates of the wealth effect. The results reported in Mehra (2001) show that the estimate seems to depend on the econometric model, the measures of wealth and consumption, and on the sample. Poterba (2000) puts forward several reasons that might explain the observed signs of instability. In this paper we report additional empirical evidence on, and provide an alternative explanation of, the instability of the estimated wealth effect.
The approach we take here starts where Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) stopped. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001, p. 823) note that their estimates of the long-run aggregate consumption function are consistent with what one would expect if aggregate production is governed by a Cobb-Douglas technology. The purpose of this paper is to show that, if this is indeed the case, then either the usual long-run aggregate consumption function does not represent a cointegrating relation, or the "wealth effect" is indeterminate. Rudd and Whelan (2006) have taken the first route, i.e., they argue that there is no cointegration between consumption, wealth and labour income, for which they employ a different dataset from that used by Lettau and Ludvigson. Here we pursue the second possibility, working on the same dataset as Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) .
Our empirical evidence is based on a Markov-switching (MS) model of consumption and appears to corroborate our analysis of the standard model. The estimated MS model, which offers a convenient way to test for and characterise the instability of the estimated wealth effect, separates the data into two regimes; importantly, the regime with the lower estimated "wealth effect" occurs in periods of higher asset-price volatility. If financial markets do behave in a regime-switching way (or at least, financial volatility varies with time), then our results show the impact of such regime switching on estimates of the "wealth effect", corroborating our hypothesis concerning the indeterminacy of the "wealth effect".
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we show that standard theoretical assumptions about consumption and output functions may lead to difficulties in the estimation and interpretation of the wealth effect. In Section 3, we estimate a cointegrated Markov-switching model that will allow us to examine sub-samples (endogenously selected) associated with different estimates of the wealth effect. We relate these sub-samples to periods characterised by different levels of volatility in asset wealth. Section 4 concludes.
The wealth effect
In this section, we start by presenting the standard equation used to estimate the wealth effect on consumption. Then, following Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) remark that their estimates of the long-run aggregate consumption function are consistent with a Cobb-Douglas production function and using simple macroeconomic identities and results, we deduce steady-state relations which represent attractors for the long-run trends in the variables. We shall then revert to observed values by adding to the long-run trends the short-run deviations. Finally, we will discuss the meaning of estimates of the wealth effect.
The standard model
The standard derivation of the equation employed to estimate the wealth effect on consumption -see, e.g., Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) -begins by assuming that consumption tends to a stationary fraction of total wealth, which allows us to write a cointegrating relation between (the logs of) consumption (c t ) and total wealth (w t ):
where u t is a stationary process and equals the log consumption-wealth ratio. Such a result may be obtained from the usual micro-founded model of consumption -e.g., Campbell and Mankiw (1989) -if one assumes that the period utility is well approximated by a log function of consumption. The derivation then proceeds to separate total wealth into human and non-human wealth:
where a t is log non-human wealth, h t is log human wealth and x is the average weight of nonhuman wealth in total wealth. Human wealth is not observable, but Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) argue that an approximation 1 may be obtained by using labour income, y t , as a proxy for h t , resulting in the following log consumption-wealth ratio:
These authors show that, on a set of US data, c t , a t and y t share a common trend, with normalised cointegration vector (1, − β, − δ) and cointegration residual c t -βa t -δy t (cay t in brief). The coefficient β is interpreted as the "wealth effect". Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) report estimates of βˆ= 0.3 and δˆ= 0.6. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) note that the estimated coefficients (0.3 and 0.6) are what one would expect if the aggregate production were well represented by a Cobb-Douglas, since they are very close to the usual income shares of capital and labour. Next, we follow Lettau and Ludvigson's lead and explicitly use a Cobb-Douglas production function as the starting point to our analysis.
Interpreting long-run wealth effect estimates
In order to derive steady-state relations for the consumption-wealth ratio, we begin by noting that, using national accounting identities, consumption can be written as C = O − X, where O stands for output and X stands for uses of output other than consumption. Thus, one first needs to describe the dynamics of output, and then establish assumptions regarding the role of X.
1 See Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) or Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) for a more detailed discussion of the assumptions employed in the approximation.
If we follow Lettau and Ludvigson's suggestion, then aggregate output is given by the following Cobb-Douglas function:
where K and L denote capital and labour, respectively. Therefore, labour income is Y t = (1 − α) O t and the return to capital (total "dividends") is R t = αO t , where the capital share, α, is assumed to be constant -see, e.g., Hornsein et al. (2005) for an analysis of the labour/capital share in the US economy. As Lettau and Ludvigson pointed out, there is a clear link between asset markets and consumption, so one must characterise the behaviour of the return to capital R t . For that purpose, first note that we can also write as R t = D t K t , i.e., dividends per unit of capital, D t , times the capital stock, K t . Secondly, we can resort to a standard macroeconomic asset-pricing model -see, e.g., Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004) , which says that the current price of an asset (in this case, capital) is the expected discount sum of future dividends:
where Q t is the asset price and m t is the stochastic discount factor. In steady state, the relation between asset prices and dividends is given by the following equation:
Furthermore, notice that asset wealth is A = (Q + D) K, that is, cum-dividend price times asset volume, and that the product of D × K is just the steady-state return to capital. Then, using the steady-state return to capital from the Cobb-Douglas function (R = αO), we have:
With steady-state labour income given by Y = (1 − α) O, for an arbitrary θ,we can now write consumption as:
According to this equation, in the long run, consumption is not related to labour income and non-human wealth alone, but also to other components of aggregate output. Since consumption models, as the one described above, do not include these other elements, we need an assumption to justify the existence of a cointegrating relation between consumption, asset wealth and income. For simplicity, we assume X = 0.
2 With this assumption,
i.e., if we run the usual regression in levels, the "wealth effect" is indeterminate, since θ is arbitrary. Nevertheless, it is common to run the regression in logs. In this case the usual first order Taylor approximation gives (ignoring a constant):
where the coefficients are:
Again we find that the aggregate long-run wealth effect is indeterminate. If this were really the case, one would expect the estimated coefficients to depend on short-run correlations between the variables. This would result in instability of the coefficients as one varied the sample. To see this, note that the previous equations relate steady-state values, which we interpret as long-run trends. Let the observed values be:
where the added disturbances reflect short-run deviations from the long-run trend. Then, in terms of observed values, we have:
Minimisation of the variance of the residual, V ½q a e a t þ q y e y t þ e c t , with respect to θ leads to the following estimate of the wealth effect:
where r ij ¼ Eðe i t e j t Þ, with i, j = c, a, y, represent variances and covariances in the short run. This result and the reasoning leading to it suggest that there may be reasons for concern regarding the relevance of empirical estimates of the wealth effect in the context of a standard macro model. The estimates may reflect short-term correlations, possibly mixed with long-run parameters, as in the regression in levels -recall Eq. (9).
Although most of the terms in Eq. (17) seem to have been reasonably stable over time, that is not the case with asset wealth. In fact, changes in asset wealth are almost indistinguishable from movements in stock market returns. Fig. 1 depicts the log difference of quarterly asset wealth and stock returns from the Standard & Poor's Composite Index, making the similarities quite visible (the correlation is close to 0.9). Several papers document the existence of different regimes in financial markets, linked with asset price volatility -see Cecchetti et al. (1990) , Driffill and Sola (1998) and Guidolin and Timmerman (2005) , for example. Therefore, we should expect assetwealth volatility to display a similar time-varying behaviour. This fact is acknowledged by Lettau and Ludvigson (2004, p. 277 ), but it is not explicitly accounted for. Indeed, in the next section, we show that such time-varying volatility patterns are a feature of the data employed by Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) .
An important implication of our derivations, namely Eq. (17), is that, ceteris paribus, an increase in the variance of asset wealth should be accompanied by a reduction of the size of the estimated "wealth effect" -this is exactly what the data, as reported in the next section, shows.
Empirical analysis
The previous section discussed possible sources of instability in the "wealth effect". In this section, we reassess the empirical results of Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) and suggest an empirical framework to model instability in the consumption-wealth ratio. In what follows, and for comparability, we employ the same dataset as Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) , comprising quarterly data on aggregate consumption, asset wealth and labour income, spanning from 1951:4 to 2003:3. We then check the robustness of our claims by using our approach with UK data. Table 1 revisits the results in Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) . Firstly, we confirm that there is indeed cointegration among consumption, labour income and asset wealth, judging by the results of Johansen cointegration tests in the top panel of Table 1 . Secondly, however, it is possible that this relationship, although retaining its long-run features, may have been subject to regime shifts. Gregory and Hansen (1996) derived suitable tests for this possibility, which clearly point to the presence of cointegration with breaks: all statistics in Table 1 comfortably reject the null of no cointegration against the alternative of cointegration with shifts in the cointegration vector (1, − β, −δ) (corresponding to model 4 of Gregory and Hansen, 1996, p.103) . We further test the stability of the cointegration vector by using Hansen (1992) single- equation statistics -also employed by Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) -as well as their system counterparts suggested by Seo (1998) . The results are presented in the bottom half of Table 1 : most tests indicate potential instability of the cointegration vector. The evidence is, in our opinion, sufficiently compelling to warrant further attention.
USA data
A possible explanation for the apparent instability is the role played by asset wealth volatility, as discussed in the previous section. Therefore, we turn our attention to the analysis of this feature. It is clear from Figs. 2 and 3 , which represent the levels and growth rates of the variables, that asset wealth displays not only a much more volatile path than consumption, but also that volatility seems to be changing over time (the same applies if we linearly detrend asset wealth and look at the deviations of wealth from its long-run trend). Indeed, two simple statistical checks Fig. 2 . Levels of consumption and asset wealth, USA. allow us to confirm this assertion. We estimated a GARCH model and a simple mean-variance switching representation for the first difference of log asset wealth, reported in Table 2 . 3 The results show that univariate representations with time-varying heteroskedasticity are more sensible than constant-variance ones. Fig. 4 plots the estimated variance from these two approaches, quite clearly revealing the time-varying nature of asset wealth growth volatility and showing coincident periods of high volatility. The models seem to be picking periods that one can associate with turbulent financial markets as, for example, the recent "bull" market of the late 1990s and subsequent decline.
Furthermore, we note that, in terms of the long-run consumption-wealth ratio Eq. (3), the equilibrium errors will inevitably reflect low frequency movements in volatility that are left unaccounted for. This can be seen in Fig. 5 , which plots the estimated variance switches in asset wealth against cay t , the equilibrium errors as estimated by Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) . It is clear that high volatility in asset markets matches boom periods where asset wealth surges above consumption (corresponding to negative equilibrium errors).
Having shown that asset wealth displays time-varying variance, we now focus on modelling the potential impact of this feature on estimates of the wealth effect. A suitable framework for this analysis is to allow the long-run relationship to undergo occasional discrete shifts of the Markovswitching type, as suggested by Hall et al. (1997) . Also, as Fig. 5 suggests, the variance of Eq. (3) will reflect movements in asset wealth volatility, so a Markov-switching specification will be able to capture different volatility regimes.
We initially allow variance shifts and changes in cay to follow two independent Markov chains -as in McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000), for example -and then assess whether a more parsimonious representation is valid, where regime switching is driven by the same, single two-state Markov chain. This constitutes a strong robustness check on our claim that changes in the long-run parameters β and δ are mainly driven by underlying variations in asset volatility.
Thus, we specify the cointegration equation as:
where {ε t } is a stationary random sequence with mean zero and unit variance, while S t and V t are discrete-valued independent latent processes, uncorrelated with ε t−i for all i. These variables indicate the unobserved regimes operative at time t for cay t and the variance σ t , forming a homogeneous first-order Markov chain with state space {0, 1} and transition probabilities p = Pr(S t = 1|S t−1 =1), q = Pr(S t = 0|S t−1 =0) and pV=Pr(V t = 1|V t−1 = 1), qV=Pr(V t = 0|V t−1 = 0), respectively. Accordingly, the Fig. 4 . Estimated time-varying variance for asset wealth growth. cointegrating vector will have two regimes defined by S t , cay St = {(μ 0 , β 0 , δ 0 ), (μ 1 , β 1 , δ 1 )}, while σ V t = {σ 0 , σ 1 } will capture low and high volatility regimes. Following Phillips (1991), we combine the two separate regime-shift variables S t and V t into a new latent variable S t ⁎ indicating the regime operative at time t. The new Markov chain is defined as:
Given that S t and V t are assumed to be independent, the matrix of transition probabilities for S t ⁎ , with generic element PrðS
¼ jÞ, is given by:
We will be interested in testing whether this specification can be simplified into one where a single Markov chain induces parameter changes. In this case, the 4 × 4 transition matrix will look like: 
collapsing into a standard 2 × 2 transition matrix. Notice that the formulation in Eq. (18) is very flexible, in that it allows the data to determine when and which parameters have shifted, be it the long-run coefficients or the variance -see Hall et al. (1997) , for more details on the use of MS models in a cointegration setting. Other papers -for example, Ludvigson and Steindel (1999) and Mehra (2001) -have relied on an adhoc choice of break points. Our model, however, will be able to endogenously distinguish periods where, for instance, asset markets and returns may be behaving differently, and show how this affects the long-run relationship and estimates of the wealth effect. This is particularly convenient for studying the implications of the model developed in the previous section. Table 3 records the results of maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of model (18), labelled as Model 1, and respective robust asymptotic standard errors. The next column shows the estimation results when we impose the restriction Eq. (21) on Eq. (18), that is, when we assume that S t = V t for every t. For both models, Likelihood Ratio tests of a linear model against the MS specification, 4 as well as commonly used model selection criteria, 5 favour the MS model over the linear cointegration specification.
We then ask whether or not changes in the cointegration vector and shifts in the variance are driven by the same latent variable, i.e., to what extent we need two Markov processes to describe the dynamics of the relationship. This is an important point, since we wish to assess the links between shifts in the long-run parameters and swings in volatility. The last line of Table 3 presents an LR test for the hypothesis that S t = V t , which would not be rejected at conventional significance levels. However, as the two specifications are non-nested, this statistic must be read with caution, as this is a non-standard testing problem. Alternatively, we can consider model selection criteria such as the Akaike (AIC), Schwarz (BIC) and Hannan-Quinn (HQ). AIC marginally favours 4 The usual asymptotic distribution for the LR statistic is not valid, so we follow Hall et al. (1997, see footnote p.162) in resorting to the test principle suggested by Davies (1987) for inference when nuisance parameters -the transition probabilities in our case -are unidentified under the null.
5 AIC, BIC and Hannan-Quinn criterion values for the linear model are − 1248.2, − 1234.8 and −1242.7, respectively. Model 1, while BIC and HQ clearly indicate that Model 2 is a plausible, more parsimonious representation. Also, there are no substantial differences in the numerical values of the estimated parameters in the two models, so we will focus our attention on the results of Model 2.
As suggested by Hall et al. (1997) and Gabriel et al. (2002) , the standardised residuals 6 from estimation of Model 2 can be used for further analysis. These are plotted in Fig. 6 . Although they reveal some degree of autocorrelation, negligible in this context, an LM test for neglected ARCH effects with a p-value of 0.21 confirms that the swings in volatility have successfully been captured by this model. In addition, an ADF cointegration statistic of − 7.043 on the standardised residuals reveals that the estimated MS equilibrium errors are stationary, 7 rejecting the null of no cointegration at the 1% significance level (other residual-based tests lead to the same conclusion). Thus, allowing for random shifts between two regimes in the consumption-wealth ratio delivers results consistent with the predicted long-run equilibrium relationship. Fig. 7 shows the smoothed probabilities for regime 0 produced by Model 2. Inspection of Fig. 7 suggests that this model identifies two distinct cointegrating regimes: regime 1 is associated with more volatile periods, while regime 0 is associated with "calmer" periods. These are very similar to the regimes identified previously, with the univariate analysis of asset returns. Note that the transition probabilities for Model 2 and for the univariate representation of asset wealth growth are virtually the same, indicating relatively persistent regimes.
Furthermore, Table 3 reveals that the long-run coefficients undergo non-negligible changes between regimes. In state 1, the coefficient associated with asset wealth is smaller (0.22) than in state 0 (0.29), which is consistent with the empirical evidence surveyed in Poterba (2000) and 6 These are computed as
, where π 1 = P(S t = i|I t ). 7 Gabriel et al. (2002) show that the usual asymptotic critical values can be used to test for cointegration with standardised residuals. Mehra (2001), and with our indeterminacy hypothesis. It is interesting to notice that the difference between the βs and the δs across regimes is approximately the same (0.07). Thus, the cointegration vector estimated by Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) seems to be a "composite" estimate of the different regimes. As shown in Section 2, these matching symmetric variations are also consistent with our derivations -recall Eqs. (11) and (12). 
Further evidence: the UK case
Studies dealing with the consumption-wealth relationship using international data do not abound. One possible explanation is the fact that wealth effects are expected to be more prominent in economies where a significant proportion of households' wealth is formed by financial assets, as is the case with the US economy. Slacalek (2004) studies a set of 26 developed countries, finding little evidence of a stable long-run relationship for consumption, labour income and asset wealth, although he does not make use of any of the testing procedures employed in our paper.
We focus on the case of the UK economy 8 to illustrate how our approach may explain the instability problems encountered in Slacalek (2004) . Previous work by Fernandez-Corrugedo et al. (2003) applies the framework of Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) and Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) to UK data, but instability of the cointegrating relationship is overlooked. As we show next, there are strong reasons to suspect that the UK consumption-wealth ratio displays the same type of unstable behaviour as found above for the US.
We use the same dataset as Slacalek (2004) and Fernandez-Corrugedo et al. (2003) , comprising quarterly data 9 on consumption, income and wealth for the period 1968-2000. Figs. 8 and 9 depict the levels and changes in (log) consumption and wealth (dashed line), which are all similar to the US data, with consumption displaying a much less volatile path than wealth. Univariate analysis of asset returns as in the previous section revealed the time-varying nature of volatility in this series.
The top panel of Table 4 condenses information on cointegration and instability testing. Note that the Johansen tests show very marginal support for the existence of a long-run relationship, while the Gregory-Hansen tests unequivocally reject the null of no cointegration, which gives 8 In order to avoid repetitions, the discussion will be briefer (all unreported results available upon request). 9 See both papers for details on the definition of variables.
weight to the hypothesis of a long-run relationship subject to regime shifts.
10 Indeed, the evidence of instability in the cointegration vector is even more stronger than for the US, with the Hansen and Seo stability tests clearly rejecting the null of a stable relationship.
It seems, therefore, sensible to use the Markov-switching approach discussed previously. The bottom half of Table 4 includes the estimation results of Model 2 for the UK. The LR test and the model selection criteria once more favour the switching specification 11 and the similarities with Table 3 are striking, if not more compelling: the coefficients display sizeable differences between regimes, with the coefficient on wealth halving when switching to regime 1, the more volatile state. It seems, thus, that the case for an unstable wealth effect is not restricted to a particular dataset, rather being an intrinsic feature of the consumption-wealth relationship which the derivations in Section 2 highlighted.
Conclusion
This paper documents patterns and sources of instability in the consumption-wealth ratio, offering a model-based explanation that adds to those given in Poterba (2000) . We developed our analysis from the point where Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) stopped. These authors estimated the consumption equation and concluded it was consistent with the usual estimates of labour and capital income shares. We have shown that if we accept this conclusion, then the consumption function is likely to show signs of instability, and in the simple case studied here it would even lead to indeterminacy. If we accept the assumptions employed in the standard derivation of the wealth effect -that consumption tends to a stationary fraction of wealth, that the average weight of human wealth on total wealth is stationary and that labour income captures the non-stationarity in human wealth -then the algebra of I(1) variables says we should also conclude that there is cointegration between any two-element combination of consumption, wealth and labour income, an implication already noted by Galí (1990) . This is in fact another instance of indeterminacy, but one that apparently is not upheld by the data. On the other hand, the implication of the model we have just presented that the estimated "wealth effect" should be unstable, does in fact appear to be matched by the data, as reported in Section 3. Indeed, we estimated a simple Markov-switching model and found different estimates of the "wealth effect" associated with two regimes. These regimes seem to correspond to periods of high/low volatility in asset prices, corroborating, in a Popperian way, the predictions of our derivations.
